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Abstract: This research aims to Comparedifferent mosquesof Islamic countries and Iranian’s, since the first
century until 6  AH ýcenturies,to demonstrate using of Chalipa pattern, in special organization of mosques,asth

a difference point between Iranian mosques and theother Islamic countries which originated in pre-Islamic
architecture of Iran. Also As this research have studied about pre-Islamic Iranian architecture, It tries to show
that The Iranian architecture was impressed by principles of Iranian notions and as a conceptual art, it is trying
to transit of Iranian identity over the years by symbolism.Chalipapatternas a Iranian-Islamic symbol in Iranian
mosques has beenconnecting the tangible world (Four axes)tothe sensible world (center of chalipa which is
situated in pool).Importance of courtyard in Iranian mosques than other Islamic countries ones,which is
developed just to response ofclimatic problems,is caused to create the chalipa pattern to be legible of open
space in courtyard and the other hand, have concentrated to the center because Attention of centrality was
important property either pre-Islamic architecture or Islamic architecture which is rooting in Iranians thoughts.
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INTRODUCTION

Having close relationship with anthropology,
sociology,  faithand  a   spectrum   of   other   sciences,
the  symbolism  studies  is  one  of  the important issues
of the human civilization history. The symbols
transmitover boundaries of history, myths and
religious.They pass from sensible world and lead the
scope of research to Mysteriousspace which is both
complicated and desirable [1]. To identify the form of
Chalipaý in architecture structure, a roof in its center
showing a particular event, for example a dome on a
Zoroastrian temple goes up exactly in the center of the
intersection of these two directions (axis of
chalipa).Chalipaýcan be understood in plan, façade and
the decorations very clearly, which is seen  in  many
introverted buildings such as mosques and  the  temples
that  has  emphasized  tocenterofspace. As a holy symbol,
it is rooted in the people’s belief. Chelipa  is  effective in
the formation of spaces that dealing  with  the  spirit  of
human.   (Stierlin,    2002). This  research  have  surveyed

the  symbol  of   Chalipa in  the  special   organization   of
Iranian   mosques rooted in pre Islamic architecture with

focusing on the center causing unity of all structure of
mosques which is appeared the first in Ianian mosques in
5 AH.th

MATERIALS AND METHODS

To review the position of Chalipa pattern in the
Iranianspecial orgonization of mosques and express the
ensuing principles and criteria, comparing review is
considered based on some prominent examplesof Islamic
countries mosquesfrom first century to 6 AH centuriesth

and the particular example in Iranian architectureeither
pre- Islamic or Islamic eras.

This Applied Research Is Based On:

To collect information on plan and form of prominent
mosques of Islamic countries and Iranian ones in the
same period
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Toexpress theproperties, each type of mosques understanding of the plan and the internal walls
sorted to 5 prominent type mosques in the world as orientation. In spite of this, the image of the overall plan
Hillenbrand view point in his book [2], have been is conceived ý through the detailed images that are
compared. It is notable that is choosed 3 sample of obtained. Succeeding to do that, a spark of understanding
each type of mosques. as a pure experience is obtained, which is called by the
To show the differences of special organization of psychologist, the “Ahaan” Experience [3]. if this
mosques is represented via graphical drawing by experience was received early, the space perception would
authors. be more legible and this is what happened in the structure

of Iranian mosques. So perception of plan doesn’t
According to the existence or lack of Chalipa symbol occur ed upon entering to building and takes time to

in the structure of these mosques and finally base on that, percept of its organization.
dealing with some pre-Islam and Islamicdocuments, In the current paper the symbol of Chalipa is
studying the meaning and structure of Chaliapin reviewed and analyzed in special organization of
reviewing some documents in the social notional mosques... The sky, as the roof of the mosque s courtyard
principlesit was illustrated as the difference point of is the main cause of legibility which has played a
Iranian mosques with the mosques of other Islamic fundamental role in the plan visualization so upon the
countries entering of people in to the mosque’s yard, Chalipa Form

Theliterature Review and Definitions:
The Chalipapattern: This symbol in Iran and other
countries almost dates back to the fifth millennium BC,
There  for  it  is  an  ancient symbol) Critchlow,
1984:32(and refers tothe hidden forces in the nature and
the heavenly forces, it is found in most ancient lands [3].
Chalipa is the symbol ofpeace, happiness, the life-giving
and curative force, thanking gods and asking them for
forgiving. It also displaysto keep the people form
filthiness,  evil eyes, bad lucks, devil and satanic spirits.
It is the symbol of the connection between the sun and
the moon and four fundamental forces of water, wind, fire
and soul which keeps the existence and creation of the
world and the human beings [4]. Chalipa form was found
in Khuzistan (one of Iran’province) as a broken cross [5].
In Islam the Chalipa has various interpretations with some
of which will be dealt. Since the Chalipa has four
directions and four apexes, It Is necessary, the number 4
to be reviewed as the view-point of secret-discovering as
dealt with structure and content issues. Four folded ness
is the base of imagination and confirmation of any
universality. In order to believe the entirety of something,
we should consider four aspects of it, there for; the
psychological orientation has four aspects [6]. 

Chalipa in Architecture: Before surveying of chalipa
pattern in architecture, below questions arises about the
plan’s perception: To what extent, do the plan display
itself and it  perception? Does the person who walking ins

the building, note and mention the plan?
The building’s plan has a viewpoint which is not

vivid for anyone after the construction. As walking
through a building, the perspective distorts the

’

is perceived and understood. The link between the sky
roof and the earth floor takes place in the center of the
Chalipa. Based on Table 1, the Chalipa form in mosques
and the temples have two main differences in the direction
of the main axis and centrality. Generally the difference
and similarity of this pattern in the Iranian mosques and
the Iranian temples due to the similarities and differences
of religion and rituals points of worldview which are
manifested as symbols,that is shown in Table 1.

To consider the Chalipaas an idea to design a plan,
the particular importance of center and creation of a center
will be interpreted out of it and an important event will
take placein the intersection of two axes. In other words
the center of this structure actsas thecoreof structure. So
upon the viewing of Chalipaimage, the viewpoint of
architecture centrality looks more salient than other things
[3]. The other name of this concept is introversion.)
(Thomas, et al, 1973)) (Figure 1).

Before the reviewing of mosques’ plans, some
questions arise: to review meaning and sense of Chalipa
in architecture, what will be found? What is the meaning
of, two clashes being perpendicular to each other? Do
they create cognitive map in the mind? Does it create an
image of a form in an architect dream?

In pre-Islam architecture, the form of the Chalipa has
created equalitybecause ofTwoaxes of Chalipa, having no
orientation; don’t show any direction, so balance and
correspondence are at the highest level. To attention of
Iranian architecture examples, clearly shows that the root
of many Iranian ideal, ritual and religious buildings is a
square shapewhich perpendicular bisector has been
drown and indeed these perpendicular bisectors have
created the Chalip form but this form in the structures of
Iranian  mosques’  court  yards  has  different pattern:it’s
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Table 1: Comparing Iranian mosques and temples 

Fig. 1: Chalipa and centrality structure of Arabic mosques (STIERLIN, 2002).

vertical axisis longer than the horizontal’s. On  one  hand, so much from the house of the Prophet in Medina. They
the north-south orientation of courtyards in Iranian were like a square or rectangular surrounded space with
mosques, the emphasis of vertical axis on the direction of a courtyard and a covered place for prayers [2], but
Qiblah  and in the overall, form of the Chalipa model, is actually the cultural background of any tribe, impressed3

the main difference between Iranian mosques and the the image of the mosques. Reviewing the plans of these
mosques of the rest of Islamic countries. mosques, this point emerges that in most of Arabic

DISCUSSION acts as a functional space with no meaning of cultural

The Plan Specifications of the Mosques in the Islamic roles.In most mosques, the altar (Qiblah direction) and
World: centrality of their courtyardsweren’t emphasized and also
Arabic Mosques: The Arabic mosques have more the chalipa form isn’t seen in structure of them (Table2).
antiquity than the mosques of other countries. Basic
pattern ofthese mosqueshave changed going through Moroccan Mosques: The Moroccan mosques are rooted
another areas in the centuries. These mosques such as in Syrian mosques, especially the mosque of
Koofeh, Damascus and Medina are examples of the Damascus,and Damascus mosque’s width long space and
mosques built after the demise of Mohammad prophet gable roof influenced the Moroccan mosques’
(peace be upon him). Their draft of plans  were  so  simple: structures.This mosque is theme of the Moroccan
a roofed space(inner space) and a pillared passage mosques alsoT shape of the inner space is a particular
(Revagh) around the yard. After a while, the mosques property of these mosques [2].
were rapidly developed by the Umayyads and in addition The mosques such as the Qurtabajami, (great5

of Mecca and Medina, Two mosques of Beit-ul-Moqadas mosque in Spain), the Great Mosque of Moroccan and
and Damascus, were considered and completed as the Hassan  mosque  of  Rabat  have structures with a width

most important centers of Islam. The structure of these
mosques configuredlike the pre-Islamic churches. The
arches of the inner space (Shabestan ) in these mosques6

are always parallel to theQiblah (altar) [2]; also the Syrian
ones were built to rival the churches and impressed the

Generally, the main parts of the mosques didn’t differ

mosques, the courtyard’s orientation is east-west and

background.in other words, the courtyards had climatic
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Table 2: Examples of Arabic mosques (base of plans and perspectives were taken from the Islamic Architecture book by Hillenbrand, (1998) [2] and Graphical

analysis were done by authors) 

Table 3: Examples of Moroccan mosques: (base of plans and perspectives were taken from the Islamic Architecture book by Hillenbrand, (1998) [2] and

Graphical analysis were done by authors)
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salient horizontal axis, were affected by the churches. It is
worth mentioning that the roofed parts(inner space) of
these mosques don’t have appropriate proportion in
analogy with courtyard.Small courtyards,vaulted
archesrows perpendicular to the Qiblah MICHELL, 1995:
151)andInappropriate proportion of courtyard, distinguish
these mosques from Syrian and Arabic ones. No structure
( like entrance) has been emphasized in body of mosques
and the courtyard isn’t considered as the main part of the
mosque rather it is only an appendix to the main building
(Table 3) and also centrality and form of chalipadon’t seen
in mosque’s structure. 

The Egyptian Mosques: These mosques are also rooted in
Syrian’s. The mosques such as Alazhar, Alhakim and
IbnTulun in Cairo are the important Egyptian mosques
having vaulted arches parallel to the Qiblah, as Moroccan
and Arabian mosques, No structure (like entrance) has
been emphasized in body of mosques and courtyards
(Table 4), though The courtyards are in better proportion
compared with the roofed part (inner space) (Hillenbrand,
1998:138), there is no centrality and chalipa model in their
structures

The Anatolian  Mosques: Anatolian mosques with no any7

innovation in the late middle Ages, couldn’t rival with
Moroccan ’s. [7]. Anatolian mosques’ important character
is Lack of classic form of Arabian pattern’s effectin their
plans,on the other hand Centralized form of Anatolian
mosques and absence of yard, were common solution
perhaps due to the grueling winters. in their structures
They have a hypostyle with wooden roof thathad been
derived from Byzantine churches [2]. Generally the
properties of Anatolian mosques include emphasis to the
altar(Midrib) by domed space and no central courtyard or
existing of small yards (Table 5).

The Iranian Mosques: At the beginning of Islam, the
Arabic design pattern was main pattern of Iranian
mosques, but they were enriched by two ancient elements
of pre-Islam era in architecture: the domed room and
veranda (Ivan). The domed room had been originated from
the architecture of either the Sassanid  palaces or the8

Sassanid temples which were more common and smaller.
They had four axes with vaulted entrances which were
called “four arches” [8]. These two specifications
distinguish  the  Iranian mosques from others.  Generally

Table 4: Examples of Egyptian mosques: (base of plans and perspectives were taken from the Islamic Architecture book by Hillenbrand, (1998) [2] and
Graphical analysis were 
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Table 5: Examples of Anatolian mosques: (base of plans and perspectives were taken from the Islamic Architecture book by Hillenbrand, (1998) [2] and
Graphical analysis 

Table 6: Examples of Iranian mosques: (base of plans and perspectives were taken from the Islamic Architecture book by Hillenbrand, (1998) [2] and Graphical
analysis were 

Architectural Properties of Iranian mosques in 5 and 6 north-south axis of courtyard and emphasis to theth th

Centuries(AH) includes: existing of Four veranda in four courtyard’s center by putting a pool(Hoz). These
sides  of  the  courtyard  (Chalipa  model),  domed  room specifications also influenced on architecture of the
in  altar  (Qiblah)space,  emphasis  on Qiblah via the mosques in the east countries  after  a  few  centuries.
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Table 7: Comparing plans of five types of mosques: (base of plans and perspectives were taken from the Islamic Architecture book by Hillenbrand, (1998) [2]
and Graphical 

Fig. 3: Transmutation of Chalipa form in Iranian mosques whether in dome home or mosque’s courtyard, have been
(Drawings were done by Authors) impressed by physical and spiritual aspects of pre-Islam

Fig. 4: Process of Iranian mosques development: (base of Review the Meaning of Chalipa Form in the Iranian
plans and perspectives were taken from the Mosques: According to the Figure3, the creation of
Islamic Architecture book by Hillenbrand, (1998) verandas (ivans) in four sides of courtyards Iranian
[2] and Graphical analysis were done by authors) mosques caused the Chalipa form to be unveiled and also

With review of three examples of Iranian mosques such as courtyard, butthe hypostylespace (Shabestan) of Arabic
Zawareh, Isfahan and Golpayganjami mosque, following mosques which was not based on a special direction by
points were noticed: existing  ofmany  hidden view angles over the pillars that

The proportion of the courtyard and existing of
Chalipa form in the courtyard are the particular
specifications in Iranian mosques which have
distinguished them from the mosques of other Islamic
countries (Table 6).

The point that The Chalipa form of Iranian mosques

architecture is very important and Controversialsubject
which will be explained subsequently. On the other hand
the Islamic art and mysticism, which were at their highest
point in 5 century (AH)) HOAG, 1991:52, Influenced theth

Iranian structure mosques. Generally can be stated that
present Iranian mosques’ structures are the result of
Iranian temples and Arabic mosques transaction.
Regarding the description of Islamic countries mosques,
their classification is indicated in Table 7.

two axes of this model refers to the four sides (Ivans) of
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origination of life and is located in the intersection of the

Fig. 5: Differences and similarities of courtyards in this is the point that the plurality of Islamic mysticism
Islamic countries mosques. changes to unity [11].

creates a kind of architecture to induced the concept of Transmutation Concept of Chalipa in Iranian Mosques:
indefinite (STIERLIN, 2002). The two axes (north –south The Iranian art as a conceptual art was impressed by
and east-west orientation)of Iranian mosques’ courtyards, principles of Iranian notions.existing of unity, in language
influenceto all the building’s angles and cause them to of Islamic era and pre Islamic period and also trying to
be perpendicular to each other, In this way modular protect or transmute the Iranian identity criteria to the
system be created in inner space,in other words language of any era, causesintegration of identity in
orientation ofall spaces of mosques is under the influence Islamic and pre-Islamic period in Iran. In other words, the
of main two axes. It is worth mentioning that the Chalipa results of various Iranian philosophers’ research about
form exists in most Iranian mosques’ courtyards with Iranian Religious and cultural notions in different
differentdimensions also is asa dominant civilizationsdisplays the monotheistic ideas in various
formofdomedroom (Maghsoreh ) and vaulted arches of eras of history [12]. 9

inner space. Lexically the 'Transmutation' word means 'passing' or
According to the study of Islamic mosques, except 'changing shape of one substance or type of thing into

the Anatolian’s, courtyards exists in the most of the another without changing it’sessence'. Among the Iranian
mosques .but what distinguished the Iranian mosques’ gnostic philosophers who put the most emphasis on the
courtyard from another Islamic mosques’ courtyard is it’s elaboration of this concept is "Hakim Khayam
north – south orientation and goldenproportion, also the Neyshabouri", the famous mathematician and poet of 5
meaning of the Chalipa has been reinforced the and 6 AH.
courtyard’sposition  as  a  main  space  of mosque and The Islamic world viewabout the 'transmutation'
The centrality  of  the  courtyard  is  particularly concept raised in the most widespread and deep
mentioned by putting a pool (hoz) in the Intersection of meanings, so that it focused to the transmutationof the
Chalipa axes. However in the most of the Islamic tangible world to the spiritual one and transition from the
countries, the mosques’ courtyards have just climatic past to the future with trying to express the
aspect and weren’t considered as asensible and main Perfectionismof matter. Some of impressions of these
space (Figure 5). concept upon Iranian architecture are such as unity in

The spaceof courtyard becomes a complete spiritual plurality and the best use of the elements, spaces and
space with covering the sky as a blue roof.in this space places so that the formation of space to a place and its
Human knowledge of selfdom or tangible world (material function Depends onboth material and spiritual aspects
aspect) is the horizontal axis of Calipa and the vertical axis [12].  The  symbols  are the oldest way to express,
is symbol of sensible world and knowledge of God [9]. maintain and transmit the cultural beliefs of the
Culmination of universal man from material to spiritual communities. The symbol is mrefers to both aspects of art
world occurs in intersection of Chalipatwo axes which is and manifest of some aspects of life andin
an unchangeable and  Unattainableasa  symbol  of  ideal additiondisplayingtheessence of objects and matters
human in Islamic Mysticism. [10] Achieving these alsoshows a spiritual identity of each culture [13]. 
concepts in the Iranian mosques led to the putting a pool Chalipa is the Iranian ancient symbol of an
in center of axes. Actually all of the aspects of an Iranian everlasting fact aspect which main reasons of its existence
mosque are originated from the width and length of the is transmutation from the material level to spiritual  one.
central pool (hoz). [11] In other words, the water is the It also pays attention to the center or main core where the

Chalipa axes so it is not only a place to ablution and
having sanitary function rather it points to a core in which
the ideal human being symbol is located and to achieving
it is so hard. The other meanings of this center are the
intersection place of the sense and intellect, central core
of law and the origination of ascent and descent [9]. In
this center, all of the contrasts have been removed and

th

th
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Table 8: Applicability of common concepts of chalipain monotheistic
religions in Iran.

mundane and heavenly world axes intersect [14]. The
position  of this symbol has been related with the  sacred
elements from long time ago [15-20]. For instance, being
water as a sacred element in the center of the first temples
refers  to  the  transmutation  concept that was displayed
by flow in the direction of the symbolic relational axes
[21-25]. This abstract Attitude also exists in Iranian
mosques, which refers to transmutation of the material
world (horizontal axis) to the spiritual world (vertical axis)
[26-30] (Table 8).

CONCLUSION

Because of the importance of symbolism in Iranian
notions, can be consider the Chalipa as a particular
symbol of the ancient era which showed the Continuity of
Iranian culture and identityin various eras and also shows
the chronological unity and principles  of  Islamic  and
pre-Islamic periods notions by transmutation concept in
its form.on the other hand it is the main differentiating
point between the Iranian mosques and the other Islamic
countries mosques and this distinction is due to its roots
that backs to the pre-Islamic Iranian temples [31-33].
These values show the relation of pre- Islamic culture and
the Islamic Gnosticism culture that may be it occurred
because of the common principles of monotheist
worldview in the different eras of Iranian societywhich
have revived the way of perfectionism of Iranian
civilization in the architecture by abstract expression and
transmutation concept

Footnotes:

Chalipa is a kind of motif in art and architecture that
is similar to the cross
In  this  research  Transmutation  means    change
into  another   nature,   substance,  form, or
condition without changing the condition or
substances or form’s essence and in this paper refers

to chalipa motif that have been changed its form to
the different forms over the years in art and
architecture.
The Qibla, also transliterated as Qiblah, Kiblah, Kble
or Kibla, is the direction that should be faced when a
Muslim prays during prayer. It is fixed as the
direction of the Kaaba in Mecca. Most mosques
contain a wall niche, known as mihrab that indicates
the Qiblah.
The term is hraq, from the Arabic root sh-r-q,
meaning both illumination and orient, has been used
in a general sense in several contexts in Islam,
including in reference to certain currents of Sufism.
More specifically, however, the term is hraqirefers to
the school of philosophy/theosophy founded by
Shay khShihab al-Din Suhrawardi in the twelfth
century c.e.
Umayyad  Dynasty,  also spelled Omayyad, first
great Muslim dynasty to rule the Empire of the
ýCaliphate (AD 661–750), sometimes referred to as
the Arab kingdom (reflecting traditional Muslim
ýdisapproval  of  the  secular  nature  of the
Umayyad state). 
A Shabestan or Shabistan is an underground or
grouund space that can be usually found in
traditional architecture of mosques, houses and
schools in ancient Persia (Iran).In mosques, It
usually be used for praying and all people gather in
this place when the time of prayer comes.
Anatolia  is a geographic and historical term
denoting the westernmost protrusion of Asia,
comprising the majority of the Republic of Turkey.
The region is bounded by the Black Sea to the north,
the Mediterranean Sea to the south and the Aegean
Sea to the west. The Sea of Marmara forms a
connection between the Black and Aegean Seas
through the Bosphorus and Dardanelles straits and
separates Anatolia from Thrace on the European
mainland.
The Sassanid Persian Empire, known to its
inhabitants as Çrânshahr and Çrân in Middle Persian
and resulting in the New Persian terms Iranshahr and
Iran, was the last pre-Islamic Persian Empire, ruled by
the Sasanian Dynasty from AD 224 to AD 651. The
Sassanid Empire, which succeeded the Parthian
Empire, was recognized as one of the main powers in
Western, Southern and Central Asia, alongside the
Roman Empire and the Byzantine Empire, for a period
of more than 400 years.
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